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Smarteh Mobile Manager
Room guests can control available functions of a room using standard electric switches or by Smarteh
multi-functional touch switch panels.
For guests who want to take control of their hotel staying a step further Smarteh have designed Smarteh
Mobile Manager to control room by their mobile device.
Room guests logs in Smarteh Mobile Manager with „Room ID“ and „Password“ provided by hotel
receptionist or operator.
Through an intuitive and easy to use interface the guest can remotely control room functions, such as:

1. TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Guests can monitor and set the temperature whether guest is in the room or outside. In this way the
temperature in the room can be reached before guest enters a room in order to obtain maximum
comfort.

2. FAN SPEED CONTROL
Fan Coil speed can be remotely adjusted. With this solution a guest can easily obtain the desired
temperature with the lowest noise generated by Fan Coil unit.
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3. LIGHTING CONTROL
Smarteh lighting and dimming offers a comprehensive solution for guest well-being inside its room.
Room lights can be turned on or off remotely. It is also possible to dim lights and to obtain the desired
environment or room light scene.

4. SHADES CONTROL
Shading is important in terms of comfort and energy efficiency. A guest can easily adjust the blinds and
save their position for later use. In combination with the lighting control the perfect atmosphere is always
guaranteed.

5. ROOM STATUS
Whenever guest needs room service or want to stay undisturbed in both cases guest can easily choose
the desired service directly from a mobile device, without reaching the room status panel.

6. ENVIRONMENT SCENARIOS
Predefined scenarios with different options of lighting are available. Furthermore it is possible to create
and save different lighting scenarios. Next time the guest wants the same environment it is just one click
away.

7. AIR QUALITY / VENTILATION
With a mobile device it is also possible to monitor the actual air quality in the room. Ventilation can be
turned on or off to guarantee a healthy and pleasant environment for the guest.
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